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ABSTRACT
Cellular phones have already been widely used to access the
Web. However, most existing Web pages are designed for
desktop PCs, and thus, it is inconvenient to browse these
large Web pages on a cellular phone with a small screen and
poor interfaces. Users who browse a Web page on a cellular
phone have to scroll the whole page to ﬁnd an objective
content, and then, have to scroll within the content in detail
to get useful information. In this paper, we propose a novel
browsing system to break oﬀ these burdensome operations
by adaptively presenting Web contents according to their
characteristics.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 [Communications Applications]: Information
browsers; H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: User-centered design—
Screen design

Figure 1: A Web page and components

General Terms
Human Factors
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Cellular phones have been widely used to accsess the
Web due to their progress in processing and communication
facilities. However, most existing Web pages are designed
for desktop PCs, and thus, it is inconvenient to browse such
large pages by using cellular phones. Since cellular phones
only have a small display and poor interfaces, users have to
perform numerous operations for scrolling a whole page.
Generally, a Web page is composed of a large number of
diﬀerent components[1, 3, 5], each of which is an information block such as a site directory, news, and a search form
in the top page of a portal site. Figure 1 shows an example,
where each block enclosed with frame is a component. Due
to such a structure in Web page, users usually browse a Web
page in the following two steps. First, a user looks over a
page to ﬁnd an objective component, then reads information within the component in detail. Because of the small
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display of a cellular phone, the user has to scroll the whole
Web page for a long time to ﬁnd the objective component.
Furthermore, the user has to scroll within the component to
read the information in detail. To provide comfortable Web
browsing using cellular phones, these burdensome scroll operations have to be reduced. In [2], Chen et al. proposed
a system that provides users an overview, which is a scaledown image of a Web page. When a user selects a content
which he/she wants to read in an overview, the area around
the selected content is zoomed in. By doing so, the user can
ﬁnd an objective component from the page with fewer scroll
operations. However, the system proposed in [2] did not focus on reducing complicated scroll operations to read within
components. Besides, users’ behaviors in reading Web components diﬀer depending on the components’ characteristics.
Thus, it is eﬀective to present each component adapted to
the users’ reading behaviors.
In this paper, we describe design and implementation of a
Web browsing system which adaptively presents components
of Web pages according to their characteristics to reduce
users’ scroll operations. Our system displays the overview
of a page so as to reduce time-consuming scroll operations to
ﬁnd an objective component from the page. In addition, this
system presents the component adapted to its characteristics
so as to reduce burdensome scroll operations to read the
component.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe the components’ classiﬁcation and a preliminary experiment. Section 3 describes the design and
implementation of our system. In section 4, we further discuss our proposed system. Finally, we give conclusion and
remarks about the future work in section 5.
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2.3 Preliminary experiment

Figure 2: Examples of component classes

2.

COMPONENT CLASSIFICATION AND
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

As described in section 1, Web pages are composed of
various components. In this section, we explain components’
classiﬁcation and a preliminary experiment to determine an
appropriate presentation for each component class.

2.1 Components classification
We consider that components have common characteristics according to their contents. We have checked ﬁfteen
typical Web sites such as portal and news sites and found
that components are classiﬁed into the following six categories according to their contents:
• Text: contains only texts.
• Text&Image: contains both texts and images associated with the texts. Figure 2(a) shows an example.
• Image: contains only images.
• Link&Image: contains both a set of links and images.
Figure 2(b) shows an example.
• Vertical link set: contains a set of vertically listed links.
Figure 2(c) shows an example.
• Vertical&horizontal link set: contains a set of both vertically and horizontally listed links. Figure 2(d) shows
an example.

2.2 Reading style of each component class
Users’ reading behaviors change according to components’
class, which we described in subsection 2.1. For example, a
user thoroughly reads each sentence in a “Text” component,
while he/she looks at images as well as reading texts in a
“Text&Image” component. Besides, a user searches and selects an objective link or a link of some interest in a “Vertical
link set” or “Vertical&horizontal link set” component.
By adaptively presenting a component according to the
users’ reading behavior for each component class, burdensome scroll operations can be reduced.

We conducted a preliminary experiment to determine how
to present a component according to its belonging class and
characteristics. We consider auto-scrolling as an eﬀective
approach because it can reduce users’ burdensome scroll operations within a component. In this experiment, we examined the eﬀectiveness of auto-scrolling and its appropriate
setting.

2.3.1 Experimental setting
Sixteen subjects were asked to read six components using auto-scrolling, where each component belongs to each
of the six component classes described in subsection 2.1.
Our experimental system determines a scroll path for each
component based on the component’s shape. Speciﬁcally,
when the component’s height is higher than that of the cellular phone’s display and the component’s width is narrower
than that of the display, the scroll path is set in vertical direction as shown in Figure 3(a). On the contrary, when the
component’s height is lower than that of the display and the
component’s width is broader than that of the display, the
scroll path is set in horizontal direction as shown in Figure 3(b). When both the component’s height and width
are larger than those of the display, the scroll path is set in
zigzag as shown in Figure 3(c). Here in Figure 3, a rectangle
with solid line represents a component’s shape, a rectangle
with dotted line represents a cellular phone’s display, and an
arrowhead represents a scroll path with direction. In this experiment, we examined nine patterns for auto-scrolling with
diﬀerent speed and zoom ratio, where the subjects selected
the best pattern for auto-scrolling for each component class.

2.3.2 Experimental result
We show the result of the preliminary experiment. Due
to the limitation of space, we describe only a short summary. From the result, it is shown that auto-scrolling is
not suitable for “Text” and “Text&Image” components, because the speed to read sentences diﬀers among individuals. It is also shown that subjects who are reading a
“Text&Image” component by auto-scrolling could not look
at images within the component when they wanted. On
the other hand, we conﬁrmed that auto-scrolling is suitable for “Image”, “Link&Image”, “Vertical link set”, and
“Vertical&horizontal link set” components. However, some
subjects said that it was hard to read these components if
they were presented in zigzag. For “Image” components,
most subjects evaluated that pattern 4 is the best, while for
“Link&Image”, “Vertical link set”, and “Vertical&horizontal
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Figure 4: System design
link set” components (in the following, we call them “Link
set” components), subjects’ evaluations are split across, some
thought pattern 1 the best and the others thought pattern
4 the best. This seems due to diﬀerences in the subjects’
style for searching links. Subjects who liked pattern 1 thoroughly read each text associated with a link, and the others
skimmed through the component.

3.

(a) Overview

(b) Zooming in

Figure 5: Overview

SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the result of the preliminary experiment, we designed and implemented a system that oﬀers adaptive component presentation in a Server/Client architecture. The
server was implemented on a PC with Windows XP, coded
with Visual C# and PHP (Hypertext preprocessor). The
client was implemented on a cellular phone (SH900i), which
is equipped with i-appli developed by NTT Docomo, coded
with Java. Within the 240 × 320 [pix] display of the cellular
phone, i-appli can only use a 240 × 240 [pix] area.
Figure 4 shows the design of our system. In response to
the client’s request, the server receives the corresponding
Web page from a WWW server, and makes a screenshot of
the page. Then, the server extracts components from the
page, determines the components’ classes, and then, sends
the screenshot, information on the components’ classes, and
information on the components (the location, height, and
width) to the client. The client displays the overview of the
requested page, which is created from the screenshot and
the information on the components received from the server.
When the user selects a component on the overview, the
client performs an adaptive presentation of the component.
In the following, we describe the details of our implemented
system.

3.1 Overview
A user can select a component which he/she wants to read
on the overview of a Web page. An overview is a scale-down
page that ﬁts the display size of the user’s cellular phone
(Figure 5(a)). The component that the user is watching
with attention, i.e., that the pointer is currently focused on,
is automatically zoomed in. The user can further zoom in
the component by pressing a certain key of his/her cellular
phone (Figure 5(b)). In addition, the user can perform the
following operations;
Selecting of a component: A user can select a component
to read by pressing a certain key of his/her cellular phone,
then the selected component is presented adaptively.
Back: A user can go back to the Web page that the user
read before the current page.
Forward: A user can go forward to the page that the user
read before going back to the current page.

3.2 Adaptive presentation

(a) Manual scroll

(b) Selecting a link

Figure 6: Adaptive presentation of “Text” components
In this subsection, we describe how our system adaptively
present components.

3.2.1 “Text” component
In our system, users read “Text” components by scrolling
manually, because it has been shown from the preliminary
experiment that the speed to read sentences diﬀers among
individuals. Figure 6(a) shows a screenshot of a cellular
phone displaying a “Text” component, where the arrowhead
in the center is a pointer. The shape of the pointer changes
when the pointer is on a letter string of a link as shown in
Figure 6(b), where the user can select the link. In addition, the system oﬀers users “Jump” function. The user can
jump to the top of the next sentence by pressing a key of
the cellular phone when he/she ﬁnishes reading the current
sentence.

3.2.2 “Image” component
An “Image” component is presented by auto-scrolling in
speed of 50 [pix/sec] which is determined by the preliminary
experiment. The preliminary experiment also showed that
auto-scrolling in zigzag is hard for users to follow. Therefore,
in our system, if the size of a component is larger than that
of the cellular phone’s display, the component is zoomed out
until it’s height or width ﬁts the display’s height or width.
In addition, users can stop auto-scrolling, then he/she scrolls
manually, and can select a link in the same way as “Text”
components.

3.2.3 “Text&Image” component
The preliminary experiment showed that users cannot read
“Text&Image” components comfortably by auto-scrolling because they cannot watch images within the components at

the time they wish. Therefore, in our system, users read sentences within “Text&Image” components by scrolling manually, and they can switch over images within the components
by pressing a key when he/she wants to watch them. That
is, the users can switch over the images and sentences in
rotation by pressing the key consecutively. By doing so, the
users can watch images associated with sentences when they
wish, and then can go back to the sentences. In addition,
the system oﬀers “Jump” function, and users can select a
link in the same way as “Text” components.

3.2.4 “Link set” component
“Link set (Link&Image, Vertical link set, and Vertical&
horizontal link set)” components are presented by autoscrolling because the eﬀectiveness was conﬁrmed by the preliminary experiment. In doing so, the system determines the
speed and zoom ratio of auto-scrolling according to contents
of the component. First, the speed is determined by using
the following formula:
α
Speed[pix/sec] =
.
(1)
ID · Breadth
Here, α [characters/sec] is the number of characters which
human can recognize per one second in auto-scrolling, ID (information density) [characters/pix2 ] is the number of characters per unit area, i.e., 1 [pix2 ], supposing that all the
characters within the component are uniformly distributed.
Breadth [pix] is the width (height) of the component in the
orthogonal direction with that of auto-scrolling, represented
by the following formula:
j
Breadth =

component s width
component s height

(vertical scrolling)
(horizontal scrolling).

Consequently, α is given by the following formula:
α = Speed · ID · Breadth.
We determined the value of α respectively for each of “Link
set” components, using ID, Breadth, and auto-scrolling
speed (20 [pix/sec] or 50 [pix/sec], which the users liked in
the preliminary experiment) which were obtained by the preliminary experiment. Then, by using these parameters’ values, the auto-scrolling speed is calculated by using formula
(1). The preliminary experiment also showed that there
are two diﬀerent styles for searching an objective link; thoroughly reading link texts and skimming through the component, and these styles require diﬀerent auto-scrolling speeds.
Accordingly, a user should select an appropriate value of α
adapting to his/her reading style so that he/she can set an
appropriate scrolling speed.
Next, the path and zoom ratio of auto-scrolling are determined as follows. In our system, if the width (height) of the
component is larger than the height (width), the path is set
in horizontal (vertical) direction. If the size of component
is larger than the cellular phone’s display, the component is
zoomed out so as to avoid auto-scrolling in zigzag.
In addition, the system oﬀers functions of rewind and fastforward. Moreover, users can stop auto-scrolling and scroll
manually anytime they want, and then can select a link in
the same way as “Text” components.

4.

DISCUSSION

4.1 Path selection for auto-scrolling
In our current implementation, the path of auto-scrolling
is determined by comparing the width with the height of

the component. This is eﬀective when auto-scrolling is performed in one direction, vertical or horizontal direction, while
there is a serious problem for auto-scrolling in zigzag. Specifically, the information within the component is sometimes
presented by snatches in auto-scrolling in zigzag. For example, let us suppose a component that includes a large
number of links with letter strings enumerated in vertical
direction and the length of the strings are longer than the
width of the cellular phone’s display. This component is
presented by auto-scrolling in vertical direction, however,
the letter strings of the links are presented by snatches.
Thus, our system should be extended to determine a path of
auto-scrolling considering the direction and lengths of letter
strings of links, as well as the existence of images and the
width and height of a component.

4.2 Decision of component’s class
Our system sometimes misjudged the component’s class,
for a “Vertical&horizontal link set” component as “Link&
Image”, because it deals equally with large images and small
images, e.g., icon images. To solve this problem, it should
be eﬀective to classify images within a Web page according
to their roles [4] and deal with them in diﬀerent ways.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive presentation system of Web contents for Web browsing using cellular phones.
This system reduces successive scroll operations to ﬁnd an
objective component by providing the overview of the page.
In addition, the system presents the component adaptively
according to it’s component class, and thus, users can read
it comfortably. We conﬁrmed the eﬀectiveness of our system
by using a simple user experiment. Due to the limitation of
space, we omit the details in this paper.
As part of our future work, we plan to address an issue
to determine a better path of auto-scrolling. Moreover, we
plan to conduct detailed user experiments and verify an appropriate speed for auto-scrolling.
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